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ABSTRACT: The development of the next generation of nanosized het-
erogeneous catalysts requires precise control of the size, shape, and
structure of individual components in a variety of chemical environments.
Recent reports show that the density of catalytically active defects on Pt
nanoparticles is intrinsically linked to performance, such as edges, corners,
steps, and kinks, which may be introduced postsynthesis. To optimize the
synthesis of nanoparticles decorated by these defects and to understand
the structural stability of the final product, multiscale thermodynamic
modeling has been used to predict the size and temperature dependence
of these steps and to show how this directly relates to catalytic reactivity.
The results show that relatively modest annealing can promote the
formations of surface steps and kinks and can more than double the
reactivity of particles at industrially relevant sizes.
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The solution to our ever increasing energy needs comes in
three parts: reducing consumption, utilizing renewable

sources, and increasing efficiency (irrespective of the source).
The introduction of biofuels to replace existing fossil fuels is one
option that has the advantage of alleviating much of the cost
associated with an entire change of infrastructure and will likely
return positive results in a short period of time.1 However,
irrespective of whether fossil fuels, biofuels, or some other
alternatives are used, it is still currently necessary to catalyze the
reaction to harness the energy for many applications. To date,
the most efficient heterogeneous catalysts in modern fuel cells
are dispersed platinum (or Pt-alloy) nanoparticles supported
on carbon, aluminum oxide, or titanium oxide.2,3 One of the
most important applications for Pt is as a catalytic converter (in
the automotive industry) because it facilitates the complete
combustion of low concentrations of unburned hydrocarbons
from the exhaust. However, platinum is extremely rare, occur-
ring in only <0.003 ppb in the earth's crust.

To improve the economic sustainability of this technology, we
must find intelligent ways of reducing the amount of Pt needed,
increasing the number of cycles each catalyst can perform
(recyclability) and increasing efficiency by controlling the number
of catalytically active sites (per particle). Nanosized hetero-
geneous catalysts show a considerably different catalytic activity
and reactivity from macroscopic (planar) materials,4,5 but recent
evidence suggests that these changes include fundamental phy-
sical and chemical changes at the active sites in addition to the
obvious increase in surface area.6-9 In particular, the shape of

individual nanoparticles has an important influence on efficiency
due to anisotropic adsorption of reactants at the exposed sur-
face facets.10 For example, benzene hydrogenation has been
investigated in the presence of a surface monolayer consisting of
cubic and cuboctahedral Pt nanoparticles and it has been shown
that cyclohexane and cyclohexene product molecules were formed
on cuboctahedral nanoparticles, whereas only cyclohexane was
produced on cubic nanoparticles.11 Moreover, COmonolayer
oxidation on quasi-spherical, cubic, and tetrahedral-hexagonal
platinum nanoparticles revealed a clear dependence between
bidimensional (111) and (100) ordered domains present on the
surface of the nanoparticles and their CO catalytic activity.12

It is now widely understood that controlling the intrinsic
structural properties of the Pt nanoparticles is imperative to
optimizing their catalytic properties,13,14 and studies accessing
finer resolutions have determined that (in addition to shape)
catalytic properties and selectivity depends sensitively on the
presence and density of surface defects.10,15 By increasing the
fraction of active sites (such as edges, corners, and surface
defects), the surface reactivity of Pt particles may be increased,
but the same procedure will decrease catalytic activity, which is
related to the rate-determining step (RDS) of the reaction of
specific reactions. This is will be beneficial in the case of bond-
breaking reactions, but detrimental for bond-making reactions,
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in which a lower surface reactivity is required. Advanced char-
acterization techniques have been use to clarify the role of active
sites on the extended surfaces of model catalysts16 and to provide
atomic-resolution information regarding local topologies of these
sites on nanoparticles that are already commercially available.17,18

The later has been obtained using high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM), which combines spherical-
aberration correction19 and exit wave function restoration,20,21

that together provide greater sensitivity than has been possible
in the past.22

These new methods have enabled detailed studies of the
structure of different types of defects on the surface of these
nanosized heterogeneous catalysts. Commercial catalysts used to
reduce O2 at the cathodes and oxidize H2 at the anodes of
polymer electrolytemembrane fuel cells typically present as truncated
octahedra, as evidenced by electron tomography results on the
rough shape of these particles,23 and the surfaces may be
decorated with different types of steps and kinks.24 When present,
these imperfect surfaces, along with the edges and corners character-
istic of the three-dimensional shape, enhance the efficiency of the
catalysts because the severely reduced coordination of the atoms at
these sites offers an increased number of reaction sites.

During the processing of these materials, it is customary to
pretreat a sample by heating to allow for structural equilibration.
This is typically performed in a H2 or N2 gaseous environment,

17,22

depending upon the temperature used during treatment. It is
assumed that this treatment increases the number of active sites
(steps, kinks, edges, and corners), but this has not been
quantified, and to date, no size- and temperature-dependent
structure/property map exists. Development of such a struc-
ture/property map is highly desirable because it assists in the
manufacture of more efficient catalysts; however, this is a very
challenging and expensive undertaking if restricted to HRTEM
imaging of conventional samples.

Therefore, we will use an established theoretical nanomor-
phology model and results from accurate first principles compu-
ter simulations to generate the first structure/property map for
predicting the pretreatment required to increase the number of
active sites on Pt nanoparticle and, therefore, engineer more
efficient catalysts. We begin by mapping the equilibrium shape
and structure as a function of size and temperature (thermodynamic
cartography) and then project the numerical summation of active
edge, corner, step, and kink sites as a measure of reactivity.

’METHODS

The shape-dependent model used here is based on a summa-
tion of the Gibbs free energyG(T) of a nanoparticle and includes
contributions from the particle bulk, surfaces, edges, corners, and
planar defects.25 This model has previously been successfully used to
examine the size- and temperature-dependent shape of gold nano-
particles and nanorods without necessitating a large number of
explicitly simulations of individual structures.26-28 Here, since we
are concerned with nanoparticles >3 nm in diameter that do not
contain planar defects, we may use the expression
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whereM is the molar mass, F is the mass density, q is the surface to
volume ratio, fi is the fractional area weighting factor, and γi(T) is the
temperature-dependent free energy of facet i. The volume dilation
induced by the isotropic surface stresses,σi, and external pressure,Pex,
is included using the Laplace-Young formalism25 using the bulk
modulus, B0, and the average particle radius, ÆRæ, calculated using a
spherical approximation (which is consistent with the Laplace-
Young formalism). In all cases, atmospheric external pressure has
been assumed (Pex = 101.33 kPa).

The version of the model requires the input of B0, γi(T), and
σi(T), which must be calculated explicitly for all facets, i, of
interest. The calculations performed in this study were per-
formed from first principles using density functional theory
(DFT) within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA),
with the exchange correlation functional of Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (PBE).29 This has been implemented via the Vienna
ab initio simulation package (VASP).30,31 All calculations were
performed using the projected augmented wave (PAW)
potentials32,33 to an energy convergence of 10-4 eV using
periodic supercells separated by thick vacuum space layers.
Each structure was relaxed prior to accurate static single point
energy calculations. More information on the supercell struc-
tures and the simulation methods can be found in the Support-
ing Information. This provides values of γ111,step = 1.33 J/m2,
γ111 = 1.26 J/m

2, γ100,step = 1.77 J/m
2, γ100 = 1.72 J/m

2, γ110 =
1.78 J/m2; σ111,step = 5.87 J/m2, σ111 = 5.41 J/m2, σ100,step =
2.91 J/m2, σ100 = 3.40 J/m2, σ110 = 2.01 J/m2, and B0 =
2.76 GPa. Although a detailed comparison of these results
with other DFT and experimental studies can be found in the
Supporting Information, (as a guide) the {111} step formation
energy was found to be 0.26 eV/atom, which is in good
agreement with the value of 0.25 eV/atom calculated by Boisvert,
Lewis, and Scheffler using the same equation and k-point
sampling (as reported in reference 34).

Since these DFT calculations have been performed at T ≈ 0,
a number of simple expressions, which have previously been
shown to be suitable for this type of analysis,26 have been used
here to describe the temperature dependence. First, we have used
a semiempirical expression for determining of γi(T) proposed by
Guggenheim:35

γiðTÞ ¼ γið0Þ 1-
T
Tc

� �x

ð2Þ

where x is an empirical parameter (known to be unity for
metals36) and Tc is the critical temperature at which the structure
of the surface deteriorates or changes significantly from the struc-
ture in the bulk (is no longer fcc).37 The value of Tc is usually
taken as the bulk surface melting temperature, but since this has
been shown to be size-dependent in metallic nanoparticles,38 the
expression of Qi and Wang39 has also been employed,

Tc ¼ Tm 1-
6rΩ
D

� �
ð3Þ

where Tm is the macroscopic surface melting temperatures, D is
the average diameter of the nanostructure, r is the atomic radius
of platinum, and Ω is a shape-dependent factor defined as the
ratio of the surface area of the particle divided by the surface area
of a sphere of equivalent volume.39 Since σ = γ þ A ∂γ/∂A, the
temperature dependence of σi has been described in the same
way, as has been rigorously validated for metallic nanoparticles in
reference 40.
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’DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

This method has previously been proven successful in describ-
ing the temperature-dependent shape, stability, and transforma-
tion in gold nanoparticles,40 but in previous work, all surface
facets have been flat. Although the values of γi(0) can be easily
calculated for stepped surfaces (see the Supporting Information),
the value of Tm will be different. In the case of stepped surfaces,
Tm,step will be a combination of the surface melting temperature
of the flat surface and the kink activation temperature, which is
derived from the surface mass diffusion in accordance with the
Nernst-Einstein equation (which determines the flux of surface
atoms that flows in response to a driving chemical potential
gradient). This was investigated in the range 710-1220 K by
Rajappan et al,41 who measured surface mass diffusion coeffi-
cients from the decay of Fourier components observed by low-
energy electron microscopy. Their results agreed with previously
reported values obtained from step fluctuation spectroscopy and
combined to give diffusion coefficient of Ds = 4 � 10-3 exp-
(-1.47 eV/kBT) cm

2 s-1.
This means that Tm,step will be a function of the terraceþ kink

density, but to facilitate a direct comparison with pristine
particles (without kinks and terraces), we require that the
number of atoms be constant. Therefore, on the basis of the
experimental observations, we recognize the introduction of steps on
the particle surfaces is accompanied by the introduction of new
{110} facets on these particles, and we assume that the two
observations are correlated. Platinum atoms initially residing
on the high-energy {111}|{111} edges diffuse to the {111}
surfaces during the pretreatment of these samples. Hence, we
assign the terraceþ kink density of the stepped nanoparticle to
be equivalent to the number of atoms that would occupy the
edge sites if the particle was pristine and remove the edges
(exposing {110} facets) simultaneously. As the size of the
nanoparticle increases, the number of edge atoms on the
equivalent pristine structures increases, and therefore, the number
of number of terrace and kink atoms on the stepped particles
increases.

The number of edge atoms will also change with shape, and
the shape ({111}-to-{100} ratio) of a stepped nanoparticle may
differ from a pristine one, so the number of atoms participating in
this defect is solved self-consistently. Results showing the change
in shape for pristine and stepped Pt nanocatalysts as a function of
size are shown in Figure 1 at a temperature of 300 K. We can see
that, irrespective of the presence of surface steps, the equilibrium
shape is dominated by {111} facets and the fraction of {111}
facet converge at 32 nm (within the resolution of the model).
This is in excellent agreement with the shapes observed exper-
imentally.24 Examples of the our nanoparticles showing the shape
and surface defects are also shown in Figure 1b, c, and d at 3, 6,
and 8 nm, respectively. These nanoparticles have been subjected
to postsynthesis treatment by the manufacturer, which involves
heating to 900 �C in a N2-rich atmosphere, to increase the
density of surface defects.22 At this point, it should be noted that
although the model has been used to optimize the shape here,
any nonequilibrium (kinetically produced) shapes may be input
and used in the following analysis.

By repeating these size-dependent shape optimizations for a
range of temperatures, a prediction of the free energy of forma-
tion G can be determined at a function of both D and T. These
have been formed in the rangeD = 3-27 nm, and T = 0-1000 K
and are presented for the pristine and stepped Pt nanocatalysts in

Figure 2a and b, respectively. Alternative configurations with
stepped {111} surface and planar {100} surfaces, or planar {111}
surfaces and stepped {100} surfaces, were also considered in the
same way. All types of particles exhibit a 1/D decrease in energy
with increasing size, and evidence of themelting point depression
can be seen (as G < 0) for small stepped particles <5 nm at high
temperatures >700 K. At this point, we highlight that it is also
possible to find the lowest energy (thermodynamically preferred) size
for a given shape; however, this is not as useful in this context, since
particle size is the product criteria provided by many manufa-
curers. In reality, however, both the average particle diameter
and the particle shape can be directly controllable conditions
via particle engineering during synthesis.44-46

Since each of the data points along the curves in Figure 2 has
been modeled at the same size, these results are directly
comparable, and the relative thermodynamic stability of stepped
and pristine nanocatalysts can be determined. This has been done
here, and the results projected onto the ÆD,Tæ plane, thereby
producing a stability mapping referred to as thermodynamic carto-
graphy, as shown in Figure 3. This map predicts the preferred
structure at each each point in ÆD, Tæ space, since both the selectivity
between stepped, pristine and combinations stepped/pristine parti-
cles is presented and the nanomorphology of each alternative at
all points is known. Readers will note that the region between
the black (solid symbol) and red (open symbol) curves predicts
the regime for particles with stepped {111} surface and planar
{100} surfaces.

On the basis of these structural predictions, we can then define
the structure/property map for catalytic reactivity by simply
counting the number of active sites on each structure at each
point below the melting temperature (see Figure 4). Above the
melting temperature, this is not possible, since the crystallinity

Figure 1. (a) Predicted shape of platinum nanoparticles with pristine
(planar) surfaces and stepped surfaces as a function of size at 300 K and a
set of exemplary experimental phase images restored from HRTEM
focal series of a (b) 3, (c) 6, and (c) 8 nm [110]-oriented carbon-
supported commercial platinum heterogeneous catalyst taken at 200 kV,
with spherical aberration Cs adjusted to -30 μm (focus = 65.2 nm).
Postsynthesis treatment by the manufacturer involves heating to 900 �C
in a N2-rich atmosphere.22.
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and the geometry of the particles are no longer preserved. Figure 4
shows that, in agreement with numerous experimental studies
reported in the literature, there is a dramatic increase in the
molar number of active sites as the size of the particles

decreases. Although we are accustomed to relating this to the
surface-to-volume ratio (which is proportional to 1/D), this
trend is more closely related to the edge/step-to-volume ratio
(which is proportional to 1/D2) and the corner/kink-to-
volume ratio (which is proportional to 1/D3).

The reactivity of larger nanoparticles is improved by thermal
annealing that introduces surface defects, but the results con-
verge at Æ27 nm, 900 Kæ. This is consistent with experimental
observations, which have revealed that the average reaction rate
increases exponentially with the increase in percentage of surface
atoms on edges and corners of faceted Pt nanocrystals.42 Varia-
tions in reactivity of small nanoparticles at high temperatures are
evident due to shape fluctuations in the vicinity of the (critical)
melting point. Readers will note that the region between the
black (solid symbol) and red (open symbol) curves of Figure 3
predicts the regime for particles with a stepped {111} surface and
planar {100} surfaces, but this does not invoke a discernible
fluctuation in the property map, since the fraction of {100}
surface areas is very small at these sizes (see Figure 1a).

The most important aspect of this structure property map is
in the range 3.5-12.5 nm, which is the size typical of commercial
samples,43 as highlighted in Figure 4. In this range, we can see
that the introduction of steps more than doubles the number of
active sites and can therefore be expected to double the catalytic
reactivity, where bond breaking is required.47,48 For example,
Gambardella et al.15 used a combination of scanning tunneling
microscopy, thermal energy atom scattering, and density func-
tional theory to show how the dissociation of O2 on Pt(111) is
enhanced on stepped surfaces. They found that the increased
reactivity at the Pt step sites is not caused by a decrease in the
local dissociation barriers from the molecular precursor state,
but was instead related to a stabilization of both the molecular
precursor state and transition state. This is in contrast to other
materials, such as ruthenium.49 In both the molecular precursor

Figure 2. Predicted free energy of formation in the rangeD = 3-27 nm,
and T = 0-900 K for nanoparticles with (a) a pristine planar surface.
(b) Stepped surfaces are shown in Figure 1b.

Figure 3. Thermodynamic cartography of platinum nanoparticles,
predicting the preferred structure in ÆD,Tæ space. Results account for
size- and temperature-dependent changes in shape as well as associated
changes in surface defect density. The region between the black (solid
symbol) and red (open symbol) curves predicts the regime for particles
with a stepped {111} surface and pristine planar {100} surfaces.

Figure 4. Structure/property map of the catalytic reactivity of platinum
heterogeneous catalysts, based on the thermodynamic cartography
presented in Figure 3 when reactivity is restricted to under-coordinated
edges, corners, steps, and kinks, with the industrially relevant range of
D = 3.5-12.5 nm and T = 300-800 K highlighted in green.
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state and the transition state, the O2 has its axis aligned parallel
to the step edge, and the reactivity of Pt step sites could be locally
tuned via controlled step decoration with Ag monatomic chains.

This map also simultaneously provides a prediction of the
decrease in potential catalytic activity (as mentioned above),
where bond-making reactions are required.44 Following anneal-
ing, it is reasonable to expect that this increase in active sites could
be maintained, since it has been reported that the deactivation of Pt
nanocatalysts is the result of a decrease in the concentration of
surface intermediates (as a result of carbon deposition), as
opposed to changes in the intrinsic site activity.50 The behavior
of molecules in the proximity of kinks and steps is critical to our
understanding chemisorption processes on catalytic surfaces,37,49 so
the next stage in this study is to determine how the structure/
property map is likely to change in response to the presence of
different surface adsorbates. This is a topic of ongoing work.

On a final note, it is prudent to point out that the present study
has restricted the morphologies to those consistent with our
experimental samples, but considerable attention is being direc-
ted to engineering alternative shapes to increase (or decrease)
reactivity.46 The effects of particle shapes on catalytic perfor-
mance were first reported by Narayanan and El-Sayed,42,51-54 in
which cubic, truncated octahedral, and tetrahedral platinum nano-
crystals were investigated for the electron transfer reaction
between [Fe(CN)6]

3- and S2O3
2- ions. It was found that the

percentage of atoms located at corners and edges relative to the
total surface atoms was highest for tetrahedral nanocrystals,
followed by truncated octahedral and cubic nanocrystals, which
leads to a decrease in the catalytic activity of cubic shapes (or
conversely, an increase in reactivity).53,54 In regard to fuel cell
applications, it has also been demonstrated that the specific
activity of cubic platinum nanocrystals for oxygen reduction
reaction can be as much as 4 times higher than those of truncated
cubic and near-spherical polyhedral nanocrystals,55 and up to twice
the activity of the commercial catalyst,56 such as those con-
sidered here. We therefore intend to pursue this topic in the
near future and estimate the role of surface steps and kinks on
the performance of tetrahedral, cubic, and other alternative
morphologies.

’CONCLUSION

In summary, using a size- and shape-dependent theoretical
model, we have performed the thermodynamic cartography of
platinum nanoparticle heterogeneous catalysts, including the
effects of temperature and the presence of surface defects, such
as those observed in commercial samples. We find that the preferred
shape is truncated octahedron (dominated by {111} facets), inde-
pendent of whether the surfaces include steps and kinks, but
defective surfaces are energetically preferred at higher tem-
peratures. This is more pronounced at small sizes and is due to
the reduction of the surface melting temperature, as deter-
mined self-consistently using the kink activation temperature
and the defect density. The stepped nanoparticles also contain
{110} facets, in agreement with experiment, and therefore
exhibit a much higher number of edge and corner atoms, in
addition to the step and kink atoms, which more than doubles
the number of active sites available for catalytic reactions.

The active sites considered in this study will also be available to
other types of (noncatalytic) reactions, such as generation or
suppression of toxic free radicals. Although the surfaces of other
fccmetal nanoparticles have been shown to be efficient generators of

reactive oxygen species,57 platinum has been suggested as an
antioxidant and efficient scavenger of superoxide anion and
hydroxyl radicals.58 Depending upon one's perspective, the
technique used here is also a predictor of these undesirable or
desirable environmental interactions.

These results therefore predict how sensitive control of
annealing temperature may be used to improve the efficiency
of as-synthesized platinum nanoparticles or how in situ tempera-
tures characteristic of catalytic converters may influence perfor-
mance. Using this structure/property map and using the thermo-
dynamic cartography method reported here, new predictions of
heterogeneous catalysis can lead to better control of the chemical
reactions and may result in the rational design of better catalysts.
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